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ABSTRACT
Molecular chirality is a fundamental phenomenon, underlying both life as we know it and industrial pharmaceutical syntheses. Understanding
the symmetry breaking phase transitions exhibited by many chiral molecular substances provides basic insights for topics ranging from the
origin of life to the rational design of drug manufacturing processes. In this work, we have performed molecular dynamics simulations to
investigate the fluid–fluid phase transitions of a flexible three-dimensional four-site chiral molecular model developed by Latinwo et al.
[J. Chem. Phys. 145, 154503 (2016)] and Petsev et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 155, 084105 (2021)]. By introducing a bias favoring local homochiral
vs heterochiral interactions, the system exhibits a phase transition from a single achiral phase to a single chiral phase that undergoes infrequent
interconversion between the two thermodynamically identical chiral states: the L-rich and D-rich phases. According to the phase rule, this
reactive binary system has two independent degrees of freedom and exhibits a density-dependent critical locus. Below the liquid–liquid
critical locus, there exists a first-order vapor–liquid coexistence region with a single independent degree of freedom. Our results provide basic
thermodynamic and kinetic insights for understanding many-body chiral symmetry breaking phenomena.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0105851

I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of chemicals are chiral, ranging from inorganic
molecules such as hydrogen peroxide, organic ions such as the
hexols, to the building blocks of life, including amino acids,
nucleotides, and carbohydrates.1,2 Intriguingly, although the L- and
D-enantiomers have the same scalar physicochemical properties,
a number of naturally occurring chiral molecules exist in enantiop-
ure form in living systems. For example, in living organisms, all
amino acids (except glycine) are L-amino acids while all carbohy-
drates exist in their D-enantiomeric form.3 A plausible hypothesis
for the emergence of biological homochirality involves the amplifi-
cation of an initial random small excess of one enantiomer over the
other during complex biochemical reaction networks in the racemic
prebiotic world.4–6 However, the exact mechanism for such chi-
ral symmetry breaking phenomena in nature remains a subject of
ongoing iniquiry.3,7,8

On the laboratory scale, experimental studies have demon-
strated that chiral symmetry breaking phenomena can be achieved
for a variety of organic and inorganic compounds.9–11 For organic

compounds such as amino acids12 and inorganic compounds such
as sodium chlorate13 that form chiral crystals, a stochastic chiral
autocatalytic amplification is achieved by continuous stirring and
mechanical attrition in solution due to the Ostwald ripening
effect.14,15 However, such attrition-induced solid-phase enantio-
enrichment is a nonequilibrium scenario. Without attrition or stir-
ring, at equilibrium, a conglomerate crystal system is formed out of
solution, containing equal amounts of left- and right-handed chi-
ral crystals (physical mixture) if conglomerate (enantiopure) crys-
tals are energetically stable relative to their racemic counterparts
(e.g., LDLD).16 Adding a chiral solvent can also induce mirror sym-
metry breaking during chiral nanocrystal formation, and the phe-
nomenon has been found to occur through a first-order transition.16

While most of the reported chiral symmetry breaking phenom-
ena involve crystallization processes, recent experiments17 suggest
that chiral symmetry breaking can also occur during liquid–liquid
phase separation of an initially isotropic solution of achiral organic
compounds.

A number of theoretical and computational models have been
developed to address the thermodynamic and kinetic questions
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underlying chiral symmetry breaking, chiral phase separation, and
crystal polymorphism.18–23 Motivated by the experimental obser-
vation of chiral amplification via liquid–liquid phase transition
in an initially anisotropic liquid,17 Stillinger24 applied the mean
field approximation to a three-dimensional lattice model to inves-
tigate its vapor–liquid phase transition and chirality-induced
liquid–liquid phase transition, as well as their critical point con-
fluence phenomenon. Previously, Latinwo et al.25 developed a
three-dimensional four-site flexible molecular chiral model that dif-
ferentiates homochiral and heterochiral local interactions via tuning
a chiral renormalization parameter to drive liquid–liquid phase sep-
aration. Recently, Petsev et al.26 reformulated Latinwo’s four-site
molecular model by correcting the derivation of the eight-body
intermolecular force between tetramer pairs.

A thermodynamic prerequisite to understanding fundamental
aspects of chiral symmetry breaking phenomena and chirality-
driven phase transitions is to construct a phase diagram that charac-
terizes the state of a system as a function of thermodynamic variables
such as pressure, density, and temperature. Although recent work
has started to address the liquid–liquid phase behavior of the chi-
ral tetramer model,27 a systematic study has not been undertaken.
In this work, we perform molecular dynamics simulations of the
chiral tetramer model developed by Latinwo et al.25 and Petsev
et al.26 to investigate the kinetics and thermodynamics underlying
its chirality-driven phase transitions and fluid-phase chiral sym-
metry breaking phenomena. In Sec. II, we provide details of the
molecular model and the simulation protocols. In Sec. III, we inves-
tigate the temperature, density, and system size dependence of the
characteristic time and activation barrier of the chiral phase inter-
conversion events. We also present the system’s vapor–liquid and
liquid–liquid phase diagram. In Sec. IV, we provide concluding
remarks.

II. MODEL AND METHODS
In this work, NVT ensemble molecular dynamics (MD) sim-

ulations are performed with the LAMMPS package26 using a flex-
ible three-dimensional four-site (tetramer) chiral molecular model
developed by Latinwo et al.25 and Petsev et al.26 The mass of
monomer site (m), bond stretch constant (ks), and dihedral constant
(kd) are chosen to represent hydrogen peroxide and are summarized
in Table S1 (see the supplementary material); these are consis-
tent with the bond vibrational frequencies measured for hydrogen
peroxide.28–30 Of course, the actual values of the parameters are only
relevant if the results need to be mapped to actual thermodynamic
conditions (i.e., temperature, rather than scaled temperature). The
four monomer sites along each tetramer bond backbone are repre-
sented as Lennard-Jones (LJ) pair interaction centers with energy
and length parameters ε0 and σ0. A time step of 0.001 t∗ was used
for the velocity Verlet integrator [t∗ = σ0(m/ε0)1/2, see Table S1
(supplementary material)]. The system number density (ρ = N/V)
is defined as the total number of tetramer molecules divided by the
system volume in reduced units [ρ∗ = ρσ3

0 ]. The temperature (T∗

= kBT/ε0) was maintained using a Nosé–Hoover thermostat.31,32

Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three directions
of a cubic simulation box. In addition, we apply the scalar chirality
measure ζ to identify the L- and D-enantiomers (see Fig. S1),

ζ(r1, r2, r3, r4) =
r12 ⋅ (r23 × r34)
∣r12∣∣r23∣∣r34∣

, (1)

where r1, r2, r3, r4 are the vectors from the laboratory-frame coordi-
nate origin to each of the four sites of the chiral tetramer molecule,
as defined by Latinwo et al.25 One has −1 ≤ ζ ≤ +1, and ζL < 0 and
ζD > 0. The overall system composition is conveniently character-
ized by the enantiomeric excess (ee),

ee = xL − xD =
nL − nD

nL + nD
, (2)

where nL and nD are, respectively, the total number of L- and
D-enantiomers determined by the sign of the scalar chirality
measure ζ of each tetramer molecule in the system.

One of the key features of this chiral model is the fact that the
site–site interaction potential between monomers i and j, belonging
to distinct tetramers A and B, is a multibody potential renormal-
ized in a manner distinct from the conventional Lennard-Jones
12-6 potential, via

Uij(ζA, ζB) = (1 + λζAζB)ε0 ⋅ULJ(rij)

= (1 + λζAζB)ε0 ⋅ 4
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(σ0

rij
)

12

− (σ0

rij
)

6⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (3)

where ε0 and σ0 are the energetic and geometric parameters of the
Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential in Table I. Here, ζA and ζB are the
scalar chirality values for tetramer molecules A and B. The chiral
renormalization parameter λ acts to favor local homochiral (λ > 0) or
heterochiral (λ < 0) interactions. For computational purposes, the
site–site LJ potential is shifted by a constant value, goes to zero at
a cutoff distance rc, and remains zero for r > rc. In order to keep
the effect of the resulting slope discontinuity numerically negligible,
the cutoff distance in this work was chosen to be rc = 4σ0. Due to
the fact that the scalar chirality ζ measure is a function of the posi-
tion of all four monomers on a tetramer, the intermolecular force
Fk experienced by a given monomer k on tetramer A when interact-
ing with tetramer B must be written as the negative gradient of the
entire A plus B molecular pair potential with respect to the monomer
position vector rk. Here, k could be any one of the four sites
on tetramer A,

FA
k =

4

∑
i=1

4

∑
j=1
[−

∂Uij(ζA, ζB)
∂rA

k
]

=
4

∑
i=1

4

∑
j=1
[−(1 + λζAζB)ε0

∂ULJ(rij)
∂rA

k
− λζBε0ULJ(rij)

∂ζA

∂rA
k
]. (4)

The chain rule is then applied to split the total force into two parts.
The first term originates from the conventional LJ force and the
second term is a multibody (eight-body) force term, called lambda
force, that acts between all eight monomers of a given tetramer pair.
The detailed derivation of the multibody intermolecular forces is
described in the work of Petsev et al.26

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first investigate the chirality-driven liquid phase behavior

of this model system over a range of temperatures, at a reduced
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tetramer number density ρ∗ = 0.11. As shown in Fig. 1, at T∗ > 4.6,
the system is an achiral liquid mixture of L- and D-enantiomers
(ee = 0). At this density, the liquid–liquid critical temperature is
close to T∗ = 4.6, as can be seen by the pronounced enhancement of
ee fluctuations. Upon phase separation, the system exhibits stochas-
tic symmetry breaking alternatively into the L-rich state with large
positive ee or the D-rich state with large negative ee, so that, at
sufficiently long times, the observed distribution of the order para-
meter ee switches from unimodal to bimodal. The driving force for
this phase transition is the choice of a positive chiral renormaliza-
tion parameter λ = 0.5, favoring local homochiral interactions and
disfavoring heterochiral interactions.

The key feature of this chirality-driven phase transition is
that the whole system exhibits infrequent interconversion between
the two thermodynamically identical chiral states (L-rich and
D-rich), without a direct (stable) coexistence of the two states, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). This phase transition system is different from
the liquid–liquid phase transitions of conventional binary mixture
such as oil and water.33 It is also different from single-component
molecular systems reported in the literature, such as supercooled
water,34–36 supercooled silicon,37,38 and sulfur,39 wherein there exists
a direct coexistence of two thermodynamically distinct phases,
e.g., the high and the low density liquid phases.

Because the number of L or D molecules is a non-conserved
quantity, the system can avoid the energetic penalty associated with
the formation of an interface (λ > 0 case) by forming, at any given
time, either the L-rich or the D-rich phase. In this sense, the tran-
sition implied by the bimodal ee distributions shown in Fig. 1(a)
is degenerate, there being no true coexistence between immiscible

phases, but rather random fluctuations (in a finite system) between
the stable L-rich and its symmetric D-rich counterpart.

To investigate the temperature, density, and system size depen-
dence of the chiral phase interconversion kinetics, we calculated
the time autocorrelation function for the system’s ee for T∗ = 3–5,
ρ∗ = 0.07–0.13, and N = 500–4000 using

Cee(Δt) = ⟨ee(t + Δt) ⋅ ee(t)⟩
⟨ee(t) ⋅ ee(t)⟩ . (5)

The Cee(Δt) profile is then fitted to an exponential function
Cee(Δt) = e−Δt/τin (see Fig. S2). The physical meaning of τin is the
characteristic time during which the system stays in one chiral phase
before it randomly converts to the other chiral phase. τin provides
an estimate of the characteristic chiral phase interconversion time.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), τin shows a simple Arrhenius temperature
dependence,

τin = τ0 exp(ΔGin

kBT
), (6)

where τ0 is the reference time, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and
ΔGin is the free energy barrier. Equation (6) has been applied
to calculate the energy barrier and transition path time for the
folding of native proteins.40 From Fig. 2(b), the activation barrier
ΔGin increases with increasing density, reflecting the fact that the
average attraction strength felt by each tetramer with respect to its
neighbors increases with increasing density. This explains why the
model system has very infrequent conversion between the L-rich and
D-rich states at sufficiently subcritical temperatures [Fig. 1(a)]. In

FIG. 1. (a) Distribution of overall enan-
tiomeric excess (ee) during the chirality-
driven liquid–liquid phase separation at
chiral renormalization parameter λ = 0.5,
density ρ∗ = 0.11, and T∗ = 3.8–5.0.
(b) Simulation snapshots taken for
the achiral state at T∗ = 5 and two
symmetric chiral states at T∗ = 4.
Color scheme: L enantiomer with ζ
< −0.3, D enantiomer with ζ > 0.3, and
molecules in “transition state” with ∣ζ∣
≤ 0.3 are colored blue, red, and green,
respectively. (c) Time-dependent behav-
ior of the enantiomeric excess at
ρ∗ = 0.11 and T∗ = 4.45.
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FIG. 2. Characteristic time τin (a) and
activation barrier ΔGin (b) of chiral phase
interconversion for ρ∗ = 0.07–0.13,
λ = 0.5 and N = 1000. System size
dependence of τin (c) and equilib-
rium enantiomeric excess, ee (d) at
ρ∗ = 0.11, T∗ = 4.475–4.525, and
N = 500–4000.

addition, from Fig. 2(c), it can be seen that τin increases with increas-
ing system size. This trend is the opposite to expectations based on
classical nucleation theory. The main reason is that in transition-
ing from the L-rich to the D-rich phase and vice versa, the system
necessarily needs to go through an ee = 0 transition state, where
energetically unfavorable L-D interactions are maximized. The size
of the energetically unfavorable interface between the L-rich and
D-rich clusters of this transition state increases with increasing
system size, in principle as N2/3. Finally, in Fig. 2(d), we show that the
∣ee∣ decreases with increasing system size. This is because the critical
temperature decreases with increasing system size, as expected for
phase transitions in finite systems.

Next, we investigate the thermodynamic behavior of this chi-
ral molecular model over a wide range of fluid phase conditions.
We first fit the ee-T∗ data to the Flory–Huggins nonideal mixing
theory41 to estimate the critical temperature for each isochore in
Fig. 3(a),

ee = tanh(χ ⋅ ee
2
), (7)

where χ is the Flory–Huggins parameter and its temperature
dependence is described by χ = a + b

T∗ .41 Here, a and b are fitting
parameters.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), this model system has a critical tempera-
ture locus that increases with increasing density. The phase behavior
shown in Fig. 3(a) is consistent with a single-phase binary mix-
ture with one chemical reaction. According to the Gibbs phase rule,

such a system has two degrees of freedom. As shown in Fig. 3(a),
both temperature and density must be specified to describe the
system’s behavior. As explained above [see Fig. 1(c)], the system
exhibits degenerate behavior, such that, at any given subcritical tem-
perature, the pair of symmetric L- and D-rich phases along the
“coexistence” curve do not physically coexist. At any given time,
there is a single (L- or D-rich) phase. A fuller discussion of the Gibbs
phase rule and its application to the present system can be found
in the Appendix.

Next, we have computed the first-order vapor–liquid phase
boundary of the model system. The liquid–vapor coexistence den-
sities at each temperature are determined simultaneously by cal-
culating the distribution of local densities of the two-phase system
and, then, locating the two peak densities from the bimodal local
density distributions, as shown in Fig. S3. The center of each
spherical sampling volume is randomly placed, and the radius
within which the density is determined is chosen to be 5σ0. The
so-obtained temperature-dependent vapor–liquid coexistence den-
sity data are then fitted to a power law scaling equation using
the three-dimensional Ising model critical exponent42 to locate the
vapor–liquid critical point, which gives Tc = 2.7 and ρc = 0.067 for
the λ = 0.5 case.

ρL − ρV = Δρ0(1 − T
Tc
)

β
, (8)

ρL + ρV

2
= ρc +D(T − Tc), (9)
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram of the chiral
molecular model for λ = 0.5. (a) Equilib-
rium ee as a function of temperature for
ρ∗ = 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11, respectively.
The filled circles are equilibrium ee
values measured at different tem-
peratures from NVT simulations and
the lines are obtained by fitting the
ee vs T∗ data to the thermodynamic
non-ideal mixing theory using Eq. (7).
(b) The liquid–liquid critical locus
(red) and the vapor–liquid coexistence
boundary (black). (c) Temperature–
density–composition (ee) phase dia-
gram. The black solid line is a fitted
vapor–liquid coexistence locus using
Eqs. (8) and (9), from Fig. 3(b). The
blue, green, and purple lines are
fitted liquid–liquid phase boundaries
in the ee-T∗ plane from Fig. 3(a).
(d). Pressure–density equation of state
for isotherms T∗ = 2.6–3.4.

where ρV and ρL are coexistence densities for vapor and liquid
phases. β ≈ 0.325 is the critical exponent of three-dimensional Ising
model.43 Equation (9) is the so-called law of rectilinear diameters.
It breaks down very close to the critical point, although it is good
enough for our purposes. Δρ0 and A are system-specific fitting para-
meters. As shown in Fig. 3(b), above the vapor–liquid critical point,
the system behaves as a homogeneous fluid and has two independent
degrees of freedom. Upon vapor–liquid phase separation, the system
has an achiral vapor phase in coexistence with a single chiral liq-
uid phase that experiences infrequent interconversion between the
L-rich and D-rich states, and the system has only one independent
degree of freedom.

We also investigate the influence of the chirality-induced phase
transition on the pressure–density equation of state. As shown in
Fig. 3(d), the pressure–density equation of state at T∗ = 2.6 involves
a van der Waals loop, which is similar to the vapor–liquid coex-
istence region of a finite-size Lennard-Jones fluid system.44 The
main difference between the LJ fluid system and the present chi-
ral tetramer model is that along each isotherm for T∗ ≥ 2.8, there
exists a density-dependent kink in the pressure–density profile. The
possible explanation for observing such density-dependent kinks is
that upon increasing density along each isotherm above T∗ = 2.8,
the system crosses the liquid–liquid critical locus and exhibits chi-
ral symmetry breaking. The enhanced homochiral interaction and

forces between neighbor tetramers pairs in a chiral (D-rich or L-rich)
environment as opposed to the racemic environment leads to
a sudden change in the system’s isothermal pressure–density
relationship.

FIG. 4. Temperature–density phase diagram for λ = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. The
domes correspond to vapor–liquid equilibrium, and the lines are critical loci for
the liquid–liquid transition.
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Finally, we evaluate the effect of the positive chiral renor-
malization parameter λ on the phase transition behavior of the
model system, since λ determines the strength of intermolecular
interaction and, thus, controls the driving force for phase sepa-
ration. As shown in Fig. 4, the critical temperature at a given
density increases with increasing λ as a result of favoring homochi-
ral and disfavoring heterochiral interactions. Notably, the relative
locations of the vapor–liquid critical point and the liquid–liquid
critical locus are very sensitive to the choice of λ. As λ decreases,
the intersection point between the vapor–liquid coexistence line
and liquid–liquid critical locus approaches the vapor–liquid critical
point.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated phase transitions in a chiral tetramer

model with a finite and tunable interconversion barrier between the
two enantiomers. A tunable chiral renormalization parameter con-
trols the energetic preference (penalty) for homochiral (heterochi-
ral) nearest-neighbor interactions. At sufficiently low temperatures,
this energetic bias favors liquid–liquid phase separation. Because the
enantiomers can interconvert, the system avoids forming an ener-
getically costly interface, and one observes only one equilibrium
phase at any given time. The system randomly chooses between
the two symmetric “coexisting” phases, and in a finite system such
as the one we consider here, it experiences random fluctuations
between the symmetric (L- and D-rich) phases. We call this vir-
tual coexistence degenerate behavior. As anticipated theoretically,24

the system also exhibits first-order coexistence between an achi-
ral vapor and a chiral liquid phase, the latter fluctuating between
its two equivalent mirror-image realizations. The Gibbs phase rule
provides a convenient framework for interpreting counterintuitive
behavior, such as degenerate two-phase coexistence with only one
phase present at any given time. Our results provide basic kinetic
and thermodynamic insights that may prove helpful in develop-
ing a deeper understanding many-body chiral symmetry breaking
phenomena.

Future avenues of inquiry include the investigation of low-
temperature crystal phases for this model and, in particular, the
identification of regions of stability of racemic and conglomerate
phases. Also of interest is the investigation of the microscopic mech-
anisms underlying phase flipping, aspects of which are counter to
familiar behavior as described by classical nucleation theory. Both
lines of inquiry are presently under investigation.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for additional information
on molecular model parameters and representations; calculation
of autocorrelation function for the time-dependent system ee at
ρ∗ = 0.11; probability distribution of local density at ρ∗ = 0.07–0.11
and T∗ = 2.0–2.8 for λ = 0.5; comparison of time scales of L/D con-
former interconversion and system relaxation at different tempera-
tures for λ = 0.5; and convergence check of vapor–liquid coexistence
simulation for λ = 0.5.
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APPENDIX: PHASE RULE

The thermodynamic behavior of this chiral molecular system
can be well explained by the Gibbs phase rule, which states that the
number of independent thermodynamic variables (degrees of free-
dom, L) is equal to the number of components (C) plus two minus
the sum of the number of coexisting phases (π) and the number of
linearly independent chemical reactions (R). This model is a reactive
binary mixture, thus C = 2 and R = 1. For Fig. 5(a), along the bin-
odal line, the system only adopts one chiral phase at any given time
(π = 1, ∣ee∣ > 0), and there is no direct coexistence between L-rich
and D-rich chiral phases, as explained in the main text. The number
of degrees of freedom is two (L = C + 2 − π − R = 2 + 2 − 1 − 1 = 2),
e.g., both temperature and density need to be specified to describe
the system’s behavior along the degenerate “coexistence” locus. The
corresponding behavior in the (P, T) plane is shown in Fig. 5(b).
For Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), in the supercritical region, the system is
in the achiral phase (π = 1, ee = 0) and also has two independent
degrees of freedom (L = C + 2 − π − R = 2 + 2 − 1 − 1 = 2). This is
why this model system has a critical locus instead of a single critical
point.
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FIG. 5. Schematic phase diagrams for the chiral molecular model in
temperature–composition (ee) and pressure–temperature planes based on sim-
ulation data. The dashed black line in A, B, and D is the critical locus. Dashed red
lines in A and B denote a locus of constant ∣ee∣. The dashed green line in C and
D denotes the supercritical homogeneous achiral liquid at density ρ1.
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Table S1. Parameters for the chiral tetramer model.

Units

(kcal/mol

Å2)

(kcal/mol

rad2)

(kcal/mol

)

(Å) (g/mol) (kcal/mol

)

(Å)

Real 1000 100.0 2.775 1.18 8.5 0.11535 1.115

Reduced 8003 643.7 17.86 1.0583 1 1 1

Figure S1. Molecular and geometric representation of L- (blue) and D- (red) enantiomers of the
chiral tetramer model.
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Figure S2. Calculation of autocorrelation function for the time-dependent system ee at

. Solid lines are computed from simulations. The dotted lines are fits to the

exponential function , where  is the characteristic chiral phase

interconversion time at a given temperature.
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Figure S3. Probability distribution of local density at and  for

λ=0.5.

Figure S4. Comparison of time scales of L/D conformer interconversion and system relaxation

at different temperatures for λ=0.5. Scalar chirality measurements for a single molecule as a

function of time at λ=0.5, ,  (A) and  (B). (C). A plot of average

chiral interconversion time at . (D) Measurement of system ee as a function of time

showing the system’s relaxation from an enantiopure configuration.
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Figure S5. Vapor-liquid coexistence , and λ=0.5. The figure shows the

enantiomeric excess ee as a function of time, starting from both a nearly racemic configuration

(black curve) and an enantiopure configuration (blue curve). When starting from a nearly

racemic configuration, the system exhibits a direct coexistence of L-rich and D-rich liquids and

achiral vapor (e.g. the simulation snapshot taken at ) during the course of the

trajectory.  However the two L-rich and D-rich liquid droplets eventually are converted to a

single chiral liquid (e.g. the simulation snapshot taken at ) which is similar to

configurations observed when starting from the enantiopure condition.


